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A HISTORIOOW'HIC MRAISAL a= ~'NPt~ WSTAL HISTORY 
By 

Leslie Schaffer 

I 

'!be people and region of the East African ooast are 
once again a subject of increasing interest to historians . In 
response to sdlolars such as Dr. B. A. Ogot, president of the 
Historical Association of Kenya who, in his 1970 address to the 
Association ' s annual conference, stressed "the need for histo
rians to be concerned nuch !TOre than they have been hitherto 
with the relations between African systems, particularly durin;J 
the pre-colonial period," 1 the history of the ooast is being 
reevaluated today in light of its underrecognized African con
nection. 

One of the leading spokesmen for this historical re
assessment is Dr. James de Vere Allen who has actually written 
a proposal for a multidisciplinary research project which would 
seek to "establish a oorrect balance in E!IJlha,sis between the 
African and Oriental aspects of &Wahili history." 2 

Actually , these calls for a new look at the different 
aspects of African histocy represent a reaction to the older 
generation of oolonial and post- (or neo-) oolonial historians 
who have tended to view "Africa as the object of Ellr'q>ean (and 
Arab) activities and policies, and to pay little ~ttention to 
the dealings of African states with cne another." These 
oolonial-type historians relied heavily on archeological evi
dence and foreign historical accoonts to guide them in their 
atterrpts to sort out the various migrations which to them oon
stituted the bulk of what was or oould be kna.m about the African 
past. 

'lhese ooastal historians have assumed throughout their 
researches and writings that the SWahili people are representa
tives of an alien (Arab) culture on African soil. As a result 
of "asking the wrong questions" these historians have created 
a distorted image of the people of the ooast. '!hey have been 
practically una.nincus in their concern with answering questions 
like where did the imni.grants who caxre to the ooast, the "crea
tors" of SWahili culture, originate? - in Shiraz, Daybul, 
Bahrain, Cknan, InCbnesia? Or, what was the extent of the trade 
network between SWahili civilization and the Indian Ocean can
plex? Also, the linking of SWahili culture with that of the 
Middle East through analysis of material culture (building in 
stone and i.nporting pot~) and religious systems (Islam) is 
an often discussed therre. 4 'lhe resulting histories have reflected 
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a cultural bias which all too often have told us less about the 
people they were trying to illuminate than about the authors and 
researchers therrselves . '!he It¥ths thus created have done m:>re 
to d:>scure the history of the people of East Africa than to cpen 
them to wider understanding . 

'!he "new" historians are therefore CDtpelled to do two 
things : the first is to seek out new materials , new sources of 
infoonation, to look in areas hitherto igrored by the historian; 
the second is to sift again throujl the "old" evidence which was 
available to their predecessors, but with a new awareness of the 
assmptions made, not only by those who reviewed them before, but 
by those who ccnpiled the references - the Arab traders and geo
graphers, the Portuguese adventurers , the missionaries , inper
ialists, and eJ<plorers of the 19th century. 

In other words , the historians 1 assl.lllptions and values 
that have conditioned their inferential judgerrents about primary 
and secondary sources, the critical separatioo of fact from in
ference, the historiography5 of the coast nuJSt be re-examined, 
re-evaluated, and re-worked. Historians are beginning to ask 
"new questions" of old evidence and by asking the right questions 
are finding "new" evidence which had been passed over in order 
to present an acx:urate description of the history of the people 
of the East African coast. 

'!he remainder of the paper will discuss the new as
SI.lllptions and new questions being posed roN about SWahili history. 
The goal of sudl an ifGUiry is ultimately the sane as before -
to determine who are the SWahili people. But instead of adopting 
a racial approach to the question, we will use an historical 
one - discussing the historiographic aspects of the relations 
between the Africans of the hinterland and the ta-m dtlellers and 
re-examining the relations between the East African coast and 
the Indian Ocean. 

II 

Most of those historians who acx::ept the notion of an 
Arab "invasion" content therrselves with discussing only in the 
vaguest and rrost speculative te:ms who were the African people 
living at the coast in this early (pre 900) period. Archeolog
ical evidence suggests the presence of late stone age hunters 
and gathers living along the coast fran Kilwa to Kilifi, spec
ulated variously as "Bushman types, n6 the Southern Cushitic 
ancestors of today 1 s Sanye and Boni people of Northern Kenya 
and Sanalia, 7 or the Khoikhoi of Tanzania. 8 References from 
the Geography of Ptoleit¥, the lbnan Periplus of the Erythraean 
Sea, Arab geographers such as al-Mas 1 udi and Ibn Battuta, and 
second hand Chinese sources have been qwted to strengthen Sl.XJ
gestions that the "Azanians" or "Zenj" of the East African coast 
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were Bantu speakers, evidence of whose culture is supported by 
archeological finds called Kwale ware. 9 But some have specu
lated that the tall cattle-keeping people (who drew blood fran 
the necks of their ccws) described in a 9th century Chinese 
sourcelO were the ancestors of Ethiopian Cushites or even 
Indonesians .11 

Suffice it to say however, that such speculations are 
usually of only minor interest to these historians. '!be sd:>ject 
occupies their attention only as a background to the seemingly 
I!Ore inportant issue of the migrations to the roast fran parts 
of the Indian Ocean. Where they came fran and h0t1 long ago seem:; 
to be their main ooncern. Fran the time that Arab imnigrants 
began to arrive in significant nunbers (sanetime around the 13th 
century) the African oontribution to the roast civilization is 
practically igrored except in terns of "absorption" ,12 concd:>i
nage or slavery. Chittick is very straightforward in his atti
tude towards this question. In his chapter on the ooast before 
the arrival of the Portuguese in zamani he concludes "Sane 
aspects of the African culture survived and were inoorporated 
in the whole but were always secondary to the Islamic frane
work. "13 Mathews, while still convinced of the primacy of 
foreign influences on roast civilization concedes , "By the 14th 
century there was probably a great deal that was characteristi
cally African about these tOtlns, whatever nay have been their 
ultimate origin. nl4 

In addition to migrations a great deal of attention 
is paid to evidence of naterial culture in the form of ruins of 
stone houses, rrosques , and tcnbs and inported luxury goods such 
as celadon and porcelain fran China and glazed pottery fran the 
Middle East (Islamic Wares). Allen has gazetted 173 sites of 
SWahili settlement along the East African roast and islands of 
Sanalia, Kenya, and Tanzania. lS 

A great deal of research has gone into CXXIparing the 
architecture and level of construction of stone houses rrosques, 
and tad:>s with that which is kna..m in the Middle East.16 Much 
that is useful in tems of roast history has oone to light about 
the rise and fall of towns, the level of wealth and degree of 
trade, and general style of living due to these researches. 
But the oonclusions that have been reached about these naterial 
finds have supported the hypothesis stated above, that these 
excavated remains represent evidence of a "oolonial culture" by 
Arabs. J . s. Kirlanan states this categorically in his book on 
Men and Monuments on the Bast African Coast, "'llle historical 
IlDnuments of East Africa belong rot to the Africans but to the 
Arabs and Arabi zed Persians, mixed in blood with the African 
but in culture utterly apart fran the Africans who surro\.ll'X:Ied 
them. nl7 Why? Because the whole awroach to stl.rlying these 
remains is biased. If one is looking for evidence to support 
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the hypothesis that Swahili culture was inported, one is sure 
to find it in the splendid ruins of Takwa and Gedi . 'lhi.s , 
hcwever, is not sufficient to refute the alternative hypothesis 
that Swahili culture represents s~thing which is African, or 
is a unique blend of both . The reason why nobody seens to knew 
who were the African people that mixed with the early i.nmigrants 
is because the Africans have not been considered an essential 
part of Swahili culture. 

In fact, the archeological evidence to support this 
alternative hypothesis exists in the form of locally made pots, 
bcwls, and jars found alongside the inpxts . It has sinply 
been ignored (pres'll!l\3bly because they were used by slaveslB) . 
Powels points out that "after all, while tcwns were turning 
nore tcwards trade between 1100 and 1300, and wealth ~as in
creasing, only about 3 percent of the wares found at Kilwa were 
inported. "19 Allen also recognizes this problem in archeological 
research, "No archeological work has been done tcMards under
standing the links with Africa - mud and thatch houses have not 
been excavated, although techniques exist; locally prodooed, 
unglazed pottery sherds fran the coast have also not been ccm
pared to that of the interior. "20 Sutton points out that "Only 
the richer citizens would have lived in stone houses . In all 
the coastal settlerrents we should imagine a large proportion of 
the population living in wooden structures under grass or makuti 
roofs. n21 

Not only in material culture, but in political and 
econanic history , voices are beginning to be heard claiming 
that the relations between Africans of the hinterlands and the 
Swahili of the coastal tcMns and villages were mudl stronger 
than has been credited. 22 A recent article by Potwels represents 
a serious attenpt to correct the image of Afro-Arab relations in 
the early period (pre 1300) of coastal history. He has aoopted 
the historiographic asstmptions that Swahili society is African, 
both physically and culturally, and that migrations fran the 
Middle East are less inportant to understanding their history 
than the transfer of ideas about Islam. He points out that Arabs 
often settled in previously existing African coll1lll.ll'lities such 
as Kilwa, Pate, Larnu, Siyu, VU!rba, and Zanzibar. In this light 
he re-examines the historical accounts and oral traditions and 
concludes

2 
"it was clear that it was the Africans who dominated 

matters . " 3 He cites numerous historical references to Arab 
traders who pay tribute to Africans on the coast, Afro-Arab 
a l liances in war, sorre defeats by Africans against Arabs , and 
intermarriage of royal families thus ensuring political dominance 
by Afro-Arab ruling families . Evidence from various versions 
of the Kilwa Chronicl e suggests very early conflict between 
Islamic written law and African custoos regarding concepts of 
land cwnership.24 
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A. I . Salim, in e>cplaining the eooromic decline of the 
SWahili at the end of the 19th century due to British inperial
ism, described haN "for hundreds of years the (12 Tribes) of 
f.t:XIi>asa had held larils •.• on a tribal basis. '!hey cl~ these 
lands on a law that may be described as ' African-Muslim' ••• '!heir 
boundaries were fairly well defined by mnsent •• • Merrbers of the 
Tribes a<XJUired land by clearing the bush and culti vat.i.n;J a 
piece of federal land. Once the crcp> grew to maturity the 
land becarre the property of the cultivator, who, thereby ac
quired the right to alienate and sell it. Non-msri:>ers • •• were 
not allcwed to (alienate) land without the cx:>nsent of, or offer 
of a present to, the elders of the Tribe. Once these conditions 
were fulfilled, the Muslim law of alienation was reo:>gni.zed •• • 
'Ihus the land tenure of the 12 Tribes was African in the pro
cedure necessary to d:>tain lawful tenure, and Muslim in tenure 
once alienation was d:>tained. n25 

'1homas Spear has also done 1lUlCh to discredit the 
"Arab reyth" and shed sane light on the early African inhabitants 
of the coast by examining the historical traditions of the 
Mijikenda peoples of the coastal hinterland. '!he Mijikenda 
peoples claim to have fled fran Singwaya (Shungwaya) (thought 
to be in Southern Somalia) due to pressure from the Galla ex
pansion fran Ethicpia in the 16th century. Many of the SWahili 
tam &ellers north fran f.tmbasa also trace their origins to 
Singwaya. 26 The oral histocy of the Giriama tells of meeting 
Laa (Waatha) hunters in the hinterland behind M:xtbasa who 
taught them hew to make iron arrowheads and arrow poison, hcw 
to defend therrselves against the Galla by setting anbushes and 
who helped them find forest refu;Je where they could settle. 27 

ECX>rlCIIIi.cally Spear found the .role of the Mijikenda in 
coast histocy was ITI.ldl nore inportant than had been credited. 28 
During the 17th and 18th centuries trade had been mnducted on 
a small scale annng the Mijikenda therrselves and with the 
SWahili coast. Palm wine was traded nort:Brlards fran Digo. 
Sorghum, eleusine, millet, maize, rice and other foodstuffs 
were bartered annng the various kayas (fortified villages) and 
with the SWahili towns. Small anounts of i vocy were exchanged 
for trade goods with the SWahili, tco. 29 

By the 19th century various Mijikenda groups had es
tablished fi~ trading patterns with the SWahili, both direct 
and as mi.ddleuen for peoples further afield. 'Ibe Giriama would 
trade sheep, goats, and poison with the Waatha for tusks . 'Ibey 
would then trade the tusks at the coast for cloth, beads , wire 
and other trade goods . 'Ibey would return sooe trade goc::xl<; to 
the Waatha and use the rest to d:>tain cattle fran t:lkaitbani. . In 
addition to i vocy, the Giriarna tapped ccpal for sale and mn
tinued to sell surplus grain to the SWahili . 30 
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'lbe Rabai develcped a different pattern of trade based 
on ocxxmut palns and their prox:i..roity to Kwa JollMl, a Swahili 
outpost of r.t>nbasa. '!bey traded copra and grain to the Jc:mvu 
(Swahili) for cloth, beads, and pots . 'lbe Rabai also acted as 
inte.nredi.aries for others wishing to trade with the Jomvu. 
Kanba hunters brought ivory from q>country to the Rabai who 
arranged for its sale to the Jc:mvu. In return for their hos
pitality and brokerage, both the Kartba and iomvu ravarded the 
Rabai with a share of the articles traded. 3 

'lbe Digo were the first to establish trade with the 
Swahili of M::lnbasa. 'Ibis took place at Mtawe. Periodic markets 
existed all along the coast at Mtongwe, Gazi, Van:Ja, and Tanga. 32 
'lbe Duruma also brokered in Kanba ivory and sold copal at 
Charrganwe. 

'lbe Segeju (MJssegeju of the Portuguese) seem to have 
figured significantly in political and military alliances, 
particularly the alliance between the Segej~ and the town of 
Malindi in their attack on M::lnbasa in 159 2. 3 Spear considered 
the political relationship bebtleen the Miji.kenda and the Swahili 
to be one of equality and interdependence as well. Salim re
cords that "the so-called Nyika (Miji.kenda) helped in the final 
expulsion of the Portuguese fran M:lrrbasa in 1728 and in the 
restoration of Mazrui rule in 1746 . .. As a result of such close 
ties , the neighboring African tribes found thenselves represented 
in a delegation to Qnan and enjoyed a special status in the 
rretropolis of M:mbasa where they carre to trade and attend the 
installation of its Liwali . n34 'lbe Galla and Zirrba, and later 
the Iloi.kop Masai (WaKwavi) were rrost often described as pil
laging invaders and, in the case of the Zirrba (who roved up 
fran the Zarrbezi in the 16~ century) , cannibals, who sacked 
tcMls all along the coast. 

Although less serious work seerrs to have been focused 
on the connection between Swahili and African political insti
tutions, Sutton was able to state that "cx:mrerce, exterior con
tacts, and territorial expansion ... doubtless encouraged fairly 
centralized and bureaucratic form; of government. But clear 
traces renained of family and clan and the leadership of clan
heads and elected chiefs that would be oore typical of the 
North-Eastern Bantu peoples of the coast and hinterland. "36 

Berg ' s description of the political structure of the 
Thenashara Taifa (12 Tribes) of M:rtbasa, with the divisions 
bebt/een the Thelatha Taifa (3 Tribes) and Tisa Taifa (9 Tribes), 
each ta.ifa i.nplying a ' faction' with political boundaries and 
a 'tribe' with kinship affiliations, further divided into mibari 
(clans) , and represented by a shehe (sheikh) , certainly suggests 
a strong African influence, if not cbmi.nance. 37 Indeed, Salim 
considered the similarity of the Swahili federal organization 
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to that of neighboring African tribes as being "no mare ooinci
dence."38 

Aside fran material culture, and political and. eooncmi.c 
systems , it has been argued that linkages between African and 
Swahili culture ooncerning intellectual histoxy have been under
estimated and ignored as well. 'lhis inclmes religious syncre
ticisrn, language, and ooncept of history. 

In the style and mean:i.ng of the Shi.razi traditions 
(which form a part of the oral history of certain of the Swahili 
people) Po~ls finds reflected a strong African character. 
"In the case of general African attitudes ta<iards history, only 
that which is real is worthy of narory , and that which is real 
is that which has meaning in the present (or at the time the 
tradition is oollected) , and that which is meaningful in the

39 present is that part of the past which fits the traditions . " 
Seen in this context the Shirazi traditions represent the col
lective narory of an entire era which marked a departure fran 
an older tradition and civilization and which saw the evolution 
of a new civilization. 

PoUrrels has characterized the daninant historiographic 
approach to religious change in Swahili society as assuming that 
"presumably White Muslim; (so-called Shirazi fran Persia and 
Arabs fran Arabia) , upon their arrival oonquered or converted 
local black i.nligenes." According to this view Africans are 
"a subdued race whose cultures are passive and whose religions 
are inferior to that of the Arabs, and who, therefore, contribute 
little of aey worth to coastal civilization. n40 'lhi.s assunption 
is also noted by Aziz Esmail , "One of the dan;Jers of seeing the 
history of Islam in East Africa as si.nply part of the history of 
its (Islam' s) expansion in general is that one may thereby be 
led to see Islam as the active, adaptive force, with the local 
traditional religions as a passive recipient part;y. n4l In fact, 
this is precisely the view that Trimningham hel d about Islam 
on the East African coast: " ... The formation of a new Muslim 
camuni.ty like the Swahili ••• cx:m:lS about ~ the interplay 
of the aggressive culture, as el!pressed by Muslim; fran parti
cular cultural areas, upon pecple have been nolded in vexy dif
ferent WcrjS • 1142 

Another criticism leveled against historians of Islam 
in East Africa is that they set q:> a node! of classical, or 
pure Islam to be that which develq:>ed in the Middle East and 
Mahgreb. When this nodel of orthodoxy is cxxcpared to the Islam 
which develcped in East Africa as a result of the syncretistic 
interaction of Islamic beliefs and practices with their tradi
tional African oounterparts , the oonclusion reached is that the . 
Islam found in East Africa is less pure, l ess orthodox, diluted. 43 
(Trimningham does not fall carpletely into this category because 
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he believed that "imnigrants fran overseas formed what .....ere 
virtually closed-class ccmnunities based on settlements. "44) 

The alternative hypothesis states that "w:banization, 
w:ban institutions, and widespread conversion to Islam took 
place . .. due to rucpansion of trade and a balanced blending of 
old local traditions and nf:'M, imnigrant cultural traits. " 45 
One obvious link between the religious culture of the swahili 
and that of the Africans of the hinterland (Mijikenda, Pokalo, 
etc. ) is the presence of spirit possession and ac::xx:.rrpanying 
cults. Local Lanru historians have long recognized the ~on 
as did Spear, who studied the history of the Mijikenda. 6 

The "Africanness" of the SWahili language is now 
generally accepted. Spear cla.iirs that the swahili dialects 
adjacent to Mijikenda show considerable Mijikenda influence; 47 
the names for the local dialects also are clearly irrligenous 
(e.g. Ki-Amu, Ki- Mvita, Ki-Unguja, etc.). Although the Il!{th of 
Ki-SWahili being merely a pidgin or bastardized form of Arabic 
has generally been discredited, there is still uncertainty and 
speculation about the origin of the SWahili language as a clue 
to understanding the origin of the culture. 

One question about the origin and spread of the 
SWahili language which would reflect the nature of the culture 
is whether it represents "different coastal Bantu tongues, 
subsequently welded together into a single, perhaps geographi
cally carposite language by oontinuous o::rrmerce and a ocmron 
heritage of Islamic w:banism, or did (it) originate anong a 
single, perhaps g~aphically ccrrpact group whose influence 
later spread . . . ? " The latter possibility has been acx::epted 
by sorre as suggesting the Lanu region as the birthplace of the 
language. 

Although the swahili language is said to have existed 
before the lOth century, questions still renain as to whether 
the term swahili was in use before the Arabs brought it into 
circulation. Marina Tolmacheva traces the evolution of the term 
fran the Arabic word 'sahil' (pl. sawahil) which was used to 
describe that part of the coast north of Matbasa up to Saif 
Tawil on the Sanali coast. She finds that by the 14th century 
the Lanru. Chronicle uses the word 'Sawahili ' in reference to a 
population rather than a territory. "'!his change in the meaning 
of 'sawahil ' in the historical context at different stages shcMs 
how the term becomes separated fran its Arabic background and 
starts its independent develqxrent. "49 The oonclusion is echoed 
by Jim Allen ' s rhetorical question, "Is SWahili culture no ItDre 
than a pale or colonial-type reflection of Arab, Iranian, or 
Indian culture (or some carbination of them) or ... is it suf
ficiently spontaneous and original to be regarded as a culture 
in its CMl1 right, wholly independent and representing one of 
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Africa' s nore i.nportant oontributions to the history of civili
zation?"SO 

III 

'nle above discussion of the multifaceted historical 
links that Swahili society shares with Africa is not neant to 
oontradict the legitimate claim it has to J.::lein3 a part of the 
Indian Ocean ' s history as well. Rather, we are sinply reiter
ating the su::Jgestion that the historical devel~t of coast 
civilization represents a unique blend of both, and has produced 
a culture whidl reflects African values and institutions on an 
equal footing (at least) with Arab ones . 

Yet the "Arab 11¥th" of origins and devel~t of 
Swahili society still persists, even after the oontinent wide 
rise of nationalism and Black oonsciousness of the 1960 's. It 
represents an explanation for the prejudice whidl many people 
(particularly in Kenya) feel against fully acx:eptirv;r Ki-swahili 
as a national langau::Je. "It has also oontributed largely to 
the failure to identify earlier what is na,.r beginning to be 
called 'Swahilization', that is url>anization in East Africa 
accordioo to a pre-colonial, non-western, and broadly Islamic 
nodel. .. sr 

'lhe root of understanding the tenacity of the "Arab 
reyth" in East Africa is tlro-fold. On the one hand, it has been 
sho.om that the historical accounts are highly vulnerable to 
misrepresentation of actual historical circumstances and equally 
liable to induce distorted interpretations of historical events. 
In particular, the reliance on Swahili and Eurq>ean sources 
calls into question the social ability of the witnesses and5~e historians to cbserve and record events without great bias. 

For exanple, by the mid- 19th century (with the rise 
of the Busaidi dynasty on Zanzibar) the balance of pa.rer betl<reen 
the Mijikenda and Swahili groups had shifted in favor of the 
latter. 'nle writings of Eurq>ean missionaries , explorers, and 
military officers reflect this f act, but later historians have 
inferred fran these accom1ts that the influence of the Mijikenda 
was always negligible and so they do not reoord the inp:>rtant 
eooncrnic and political interdependence which existed between 
the groups for three centuries prior to the age of Inperialism. 

'lhe secx:nd reason for the pe.z:petuation of the "Arab 
rr;rth" lies in the oollective and individual Swahili perception 
of self as has been nolded by their historical experience, 
particularly under oolonialism. It is crucial at this point 
to view the period of Busaidi rule, foil~ by British oolonial
ism (a total period of about 140 years) as marking a major dis- ' 
continuity with the mudl longer past, particularly insofar as 
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the distinction between Arab and African be~ very pronounced 
and takes on a racial connotation. Under Seyyid Said the gulf 
between Arab, SWahili, and African widened as slavery and the 
slave trade took on a flliiM dinension due to the injection of 
Indian and European capital. The rapid inmigration of Arabs 
who could not (due to their large nunbers) inmediately assimilate 
into SWahili society further narked this period as representing 
a major break with the past. 

Particularly under British colonial rule the adminis
trative distinction between "native" and "ron-native" at the 
coast exacerbated the split between Africans (including those 
classified as "SWahili") and Arabs. '!his distinction was made, 
fran the administrative point of view', to detennine the voting, 
representation, and tax status of the colonized. 53 It also 
accorded with the British belief in racial categorization to 
reflect level of civilization (this proved tricky at the coast 
though, due to the o::rrpletely mixed ethnic heritage of IIDSt 
people) . 

'!he coast people adcpted the colonial designation of 
native or non-native to signify social status in the cx:mnunity. 
'rhus, to be classified as an Arab by the colonial authorities 
neant not only the right to vote with special representation 
(albeit token), but also heightened one's social standing in 
the ccmmmity, since natives (including "SWahili") had by far 
the least rights and la...est social status under the British. 
When A.H.J. Prins wrote The Swahili Speaking Peoples of Zanzibar 
and the East African Coast: in the 1950 ' s, the label Swahili had 
the pejorative inplication of "slave descent, lack of pedigree, 
la... oocupational position, and ~ general boorish, uncivilized 
behavior and outlook on life. ,s 

It was from this period that historians such as N. 
dti.ttick derive their classification of social strata am:>ng 
coast people based on "blcxx:l ties": "First, pure- blooded Arabs, 
the Manga (fran Oman) and the Shihiri (fran the Hadraroaut) in 
Swahili . ... Second, Afro-Arabs, the Arabu of Swahili. Of mixed 
blood, these have in the past usually constituted the ruling 
section of the population. 'lhird, Islamized Africans with sane 
Arab blood, kna...n as Swahili to the Europeans; these are the 
conterrporary Shirazi of Zanzibar. Fourth, the African tribesnen, 
outside the settlerrent or recently arrived in them, and little 
affected by Islamic culture. nSS 

Under the British the 12 Tribes of M:nbaSa (the Shirazi 
of ancient tines) were classified as natives, while the people 
who could trace Arab descent of a nore recent origin (fran the 
Hadraroaut, or, the least integrated, the Qnani. Arabs, who still 
were linked politically and socially to the ;oyal Busaidi dy
nasty) were classified as non-native Arabs . 56 
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It is interesting to note the dlanging cormotation 
through history of a word such as Shirazi. Prior to colonial
ism, Berg recounts, the term referred to a person of Persian 
descent; today it inplies a person of ncble or at least non
servile descent, in contrast to its ~;~ejorative connotation along 
with swahili during colonial times. 57 

'lbose who gained the "distinction" of being classified 
as Arabs clung tenaciously to their fet~ privileges and actively 
ld:i>ied to exclude their less fortunate kinsiien fran sharing 
this classification. Meanlmile, sare elerents fran the disen
franchized "native" groups organized (the 1927 Afro-Asian 
Association, and the 1945 Afro-Asian Welfare League) and tried 
in many ways to convince the colonial authorities of their 
"Arabness". sa 

So it becanes clear that the activities and beliefs 
of certain SWahili elitists (which were a direct reflection 
of the peculiar historical circurrstances of the 19th and 20th 
centuries) contributed (and still do) go the perpetuation of 
the IT!fth of Arab culture and origins. 5 Acts of p:>litical and 
eooromic expediency took on the added legitimizing weight of 
social ranking to solidify the schism between African and SWahili 
culture . Whereas Pou.rels recognizes that it is certain of the 
coast people t.herrselves who contribute to the prd>lem by their 
claims of Arab anteoedence, he weakly ascribes it to Middle 
Eastern prejudice against Blacks. 60 In p:>int of fact hc:Mever, 
it is much ITOre instructive to interpret this J;ilerorrenon in its 
historical context as described above. 

IV 

HOlt/ then, can we answer the elusive question of who 
are the SWahili people? Are we to adopt the narrcw colonial 
definition of "a descendant of one of the original Arab or 
Persian-Arab settlers on the East African coast" , 61 and accept 
the colonized SWahili self-designation of being 1 a notch above 1 

their dal:Ker countrymen (as expressed in the Hshenzi epithet) ? 

To give an exanple of the absurdity to which this 
reasoning can be carried we qu::>te the linguistic researcher 
C. Eastman, who got so confused trying to unravel the IT!fStery 
that she found herself explaining: "Non-Muslim swahili tend to 
refer to Muslim SWahili speakers as 1 Arabs 1 while the l<hlslirn
swahili call the non-Muslim swahili 1 Africans 1 

• '!he non -Muslims 
confuse Arabs with other Muslims since many 1-Uslims descend 
fran Arabs or call thenselves Arabs. '!he l:!USlims call the non
Muslins Africans, inplying that they have no Oriental back
ground."62 

I. Noor Shariff deals a final deathbl01t1 to the racial 
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classification of Swahili peoples when he asserts that the 
linking of one ' s ancestry to Persian or Arab origins does not 
reflect one's culture or one ' s race. "While we have tcxiay 
anongst the Waswahili a fe-~ who are called Al- Jahadhmy 1 al
Busaidy 1 Al-Marhubi (arabs) , and those who are still the 
Washirazi • • • nost of these people tcxiay have so little Persian 
or Arab 'blood ' or cul~f heritage in them that one would 
oonsider it negligible. " '!he problem, he continues , of 
vie-~ing swahili as a racial category st.ens fran a cultural 
bias on the part of the European and American scholars - they 
are reflecting the assU~Tptions about ethnic categorization 
which prevail in their own societies (such as "Black" and 
"White" Americans). In Arab culture, anyone who can claim an 
Arab patrilineal ancestor may be oonsidered an Arab, while in 
the United States, for exanple, gw non-white parentage excludes 
one from being considered White . 

J. Allen gets closer to a clear understanding of 
Swahili society when he suggests that the difference between 
"Arabs" and "Africans" is really the difference between ta.m 
cwellers and country dtlellers and that, although different, 
both rural and urban people are cx::rrp:>nents of a single Swahili 
culture. 65 ~ of the culture which have been used to 
support the notion of urban Swahili culture being alien or Arab, 
such as building in stone as ~ed to rm..Id and thatch, attention 
to pedigree (nisba) by tracing one ' s ancestors to Arabia, or 
distinctive conduct or econanic attitude, do not, he argues, 
reflect an alien culture so much as the peculiar di~ferences 
between urban and rural dwelling Swahili speakers. 6 Shariff 
actually states much the sarre thing when he argues "the Waswahili 
are those people who live the uswahili (way of lHe) and Waswahill 
is, therefore not a racial, but a cultural term. 

'!his idea, that Swahili represents a cultural category 
rather than a racial or ethnic one, is best captured in Allen ' s 
discussion of certain words in Ki~ahili generally associated 
with culture and its opposite . A term like "us taarabu, neaning 
' behaving like an Arab' and usually translated ' culture' is not 
a word which has been used for long anong Swahili speakers. It 
is very much a product of ~e Zanzibar era, and there is no 
record of it before 1900 . :• A word like "uungwana today neans 
primarily 'one who is freeborn' as opposed to 'of slave stock' • 
But in Lamu it has largely retained its original meaning of 
' undevious' (especially .in financial rratters) , 'i.npeccable' (in 
oonduct) , and 'well-educated' (in carving, dancing, and versify
ing as well as everything else) • Essentially uungwana was the 
characteristic of a Swahili t;o..msrran. Indeed, in earlier centurie: 
the urban ewelling Swahili-speakers called themselves, f¥)t wa
Arabu or Wa-Swahili, but Wa-Ungwana or Wangwana, ~o it may be 
represented as the quintessence of Swahiliness."6 It ' s opposite 
is shenzi , a term which has once again been perverted in Zanzibar 
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and the South to carry a racial oonnotation akin to 'half-breed' 
but whidl originally meant S<m:!thing I1l.lCh m:>re like 'baJ:barism' , 
SOIIEOne who had no culture and did not knc:M how to behave . " 70 

'1he history of the Swahili people has been subject to 
the sarre treatment as the !l¥Stery of the Great Zinbabwe ruins. 
In both cases it was si.nply inoonoeivable to the sdlolars to 
imagine that these evidences of stone civilization oould be the 
work of African peoples. In the case of Zinbabwe, researdlers 
went to truly great lengths to oonooct a version of history that 
would fit both the evidence and their racial concept of history 
(thus the Hamitic hypothesis); in the case of the Swahili ooast, 
there already existed a great deal of evidence to s~rt a 
notion of foreign origins and culture, thus the exploitation of 
select ardleological, historical, and oral evidence whidl sup
ported the assunption. 

Hq;>efully this paper has oontributed to exposing the 
racialist assunptions which have governed ooastal historiogr~ 
in the past by suggesting their historical origins and evidences 
for an alternative hypothesis. It is only after sudl a theoret
ical foundation is oorrectly established that one may begin to 
answer the questions that have been raised all along ooncerning 
migrations, trade, w:banization and the role of Islam, as well 
as to seriously oonsider the largely unasked questions of Bantu 
origins, and relations between tcwn and c:oml.t:cy on the Swahili 
ooast. 
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